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ABSTRACT

In flow simulations, several sources of numerical instability exist that can spoil the accuracy and
even the convergence of numerical solution techniques. Among those sources are: convective ef-
fects, turbulence, shocks/discontinuities, backflow or simply a nave choice of finite element spaces
for certain flow quantities. The past decades have seen important developments in stabilisation
techniques such as variational multiscale, discontinuity-capturing and residual-based methods in
general. It is fair to say that nowadays, any competitive flow solver includes at least a couple of
stabilisation techniques built in for robustness. Nonetheless, the trade-off between stability and ac-
curacy is a common factor in this field and, therefore, the design of accurate and robust stabilisation
techniques is still an intense, dynamic research topic.

Another side of this matter is the development of appropriate solvers for the algebraic systems
resulting from such formulations, especially since most stabilisations include artificial terms having
the potential to alter important properties such as matrix scaling and conditioning. In this context,
the development of fast solvers is currently one of the hottest topics in Computational Fluid Dy-
namics, including splitting techniques, iterative solvers, adaptive time stepping and unstructured
space-time methods.

Driven by these challenging aspects of modern Computational Fluid Dynamics, this mini-symposium
aims to bring together active researchers in this field to create a medium for fostering scientific
exchange and new collaborations, thereby fomenting innovative research. Stabilisation is meant
here in a broad sense, including residual-based techniques, artificial diffusion or compressibility,
shock capturing, projection methods, backflow stabilisation, general techniques allowing equal-
order methods, time-integration schemes etc. Focus is placed on aspects of both the formulations
per se and the solution process. Particularly sought after is the gathering of researchers with
different backgrounds such as finite elements, finite volumes and discontinuous Galerkin methods.


